1. Introduction. Let U he the unit disc in the complex plane C and HX(U) the space of all bounded holomorphic functions in U. Let fie Hoe(U), fi^O, and let ax, a2,... he the zeros off, listed according to multiplicities. For 0<r<l, let n(r) he the number of a's with |a"| =r. Then it is well known that the Blaschke condition (1) n(r) dr < co is satisfied. This is a consequence of Jensen's formula in the form:
(2) f «£> dx = i-f * log \f(re»)\ de-log 1/(0)1 JO X 177 Jo (see e.g. [11, §3 .61]).
The aim of the present paper is to study the generalization of (1) to several variables. We show that the A^-dimensional volume (given in terms of the Hausdorff measure) of the zero-set Z(f) of a bounded holomorphic function / in the unit polydisc UN + l or the unit ball BN + 1 in CN + 1 satisfies the generalized condition (Theorem 6.3).
In one variable, the condition (1) is also sufficient for the set {an} to be the zeroset of a bounded holomorphic function in U (see [7, Theorem 15 .21]). For more than one variable, this is no longer so, and we give two examples in §7. In this direction, Professor Rudin was the first to obtain a global condition sufficient for a subvariety £in UN to be the zero-set of a bounded holomorphic function, namely the condition dist (£, TN) > 0, where TN is the N-dimensional torus (see [6, Theorem 4.8.3] ). Recently, Stout [10] has given a different set of sufficient conditions. No sufficient condition seems to be known in BN.
This paper is part of the author's Ph.D. thesis at the University of Wisconsin. I wish to thank my advisor, Professor Walter Rudin, for his generous help and encouragement during the preparation of this work.
Let A be a subset of a metric space X. Let 8iA) denote the diameter of A. Write 8PiA) = [8iA)]p for/7>0; 8%A)=l if ^#0, and 8°(<¿) = 0. Forp^O, e>0, define (3) HPiA;e) = ¡if { 2 ^»M S jj ^n and 8(^B) < «}, (ii) Let Y be a metric space and /: X -> y be a Lipschitz map with Lipschitz constant A. Then for any A S X and any p ^ 0, HPifiiA)) = X"HPiA).
(iii) If A/is a rc-dimensional C1 submanifold of RN, then volume of M=HkiM). The first two properties follow directly from definitions; for (iii), see Stolzenberg [9] .
It follows from (i) that the singular locus S of a pure rc-dimensional analytic subvariety in CN has Hausdorff 2&-measure zero, since S is the countable union of manifolds of real dimension at most 2(rC-1). By (iii) we see that the Lebesgue measure on RN is equal to the Hausdorff N-measure on RN.
We insert here a lemma on matrices which must be well known. We include a proof for lack of a suitable reference. First, some definitions.
Let A = (ami) be any complex matrix with n rows and k columns (an n x k matrix). Let amj = bmj + icmj. Then Ä will denote the real 2n x 2k matrix obtained from A by replacing each amj by the 2 x 2 matrix
It is easy to check that (i) iA + B)~=Ä+B,
(ii) (I')~ "Ä', where J=(5Bi), (iii) iAB)~ =ÄB, whenever the product AB is defined, (iv) U is unitary implies 0 is orthogonal. The first three statements can be verified by writing out both sides. The fourth follows from (ii) and (iii).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Let kán, and let A be any complex nxk matrix. Define (5) A04) = 2|det/i;t|2, (6) ~A(Ä) = J2\detÄv\2y\
where Ax runs over all kxk submatrices of A and Äy runs over all 2kx2k submatrices of A.
If A and B are two nxn matrices, then det (BA) = det Bdet A. This has the following generalization.
Cauchy-Binet
Theorem. Let k^n. Let A be an nxk matrix and B a kxn matrix. Then det (BA) is equal to the sum of all the (k) products which can be made by taking a minor of order k from certain k columns of B and a minor of order k from the corresponding rows of A. (See Aitken [1, §36] .) Lemma 2.1. Let A be any complex nxk matrix, k-¿n. Then A(A) = A(Ä).
Proof. Let A' denote the transpose of A. Then by the Cauchy-Binet Theorem,
Therefore if U is a unitary nxn matrix, and 0 the associated orthogonal matrix, then A(A) = A(UA), A(Ä) = A(ÜÄ).
Given A, we choose a unitary nxn matrix U such that the bottom (n -k) rows of U are orthogonal to each of the k columns of A. Then the bottom (n -k) rows of UA are zero. Let B be the k x k submatrix of UA formed by the first k rows. Then ALO = HUA) = \àetB\2. Now ÜÄ=(UÄ)~ has the bottom 2(n -k) rows equal to zero and the 2kx2k submatrix formed by the first 2k rows of 0Ä is B. Therefore A(Ä) = A(0Ä) = |det£|.
It remains to show that |det B\ = |det B\2.
Assume first that B has k distinct eigenvalues Als..., kk and that A¿#Á; for all i,j. To each A, corresponds an eigenvector (z1;..., zk) of B. It is easy to verify that then (zx, izx, ■ ■ -, zk, izk) is an eigenvector of B with the same eigenvalue Ay. Since B is real \¡ is also an eigenvalue of B. Thus \x, \,... 
f H0{A n (P-1^)} dHkiy) = f J^x) dHkix).
JtU) Ja
This is proved in Fédérer [3, Theorem 4.5], for Lipschitz maps and the measure f£%. The same proof works for C1 maps and Hausdorff measures. Now let V be a pure /c-dimensional analytic subvariety in a domain Q. in CN. Let S be the singular locus of V. Then as we have seen H2kiS) = 0 and so H2kiV) = H2kiV-S). We shall establish the following integral geometric formula for the volume of an analytic variety: Theorem 3.2. Let V be a pure icomplex) k-dimensional analytic subvariety in a domain Q. in CN. Let the k-dimensional coordinate subspaces of CN be enumerated in some order. Let tt¡ be the projection from CN onto the jth subspace and write Zj = TTjiz). Then (9) H2k(V)=2\ Ho{V ^ TTf^iz,)} dH2kiz), j = y JnjÇl where m = ik).
Proof. Let £ = V-S be the set of regular points of V. We shall show that (9) holds for £. Since both sides of (9) are regular Borel measures, it is sufficient to show that it holds for £ n K, K any compact subset of O.
For each z e R,we can find a neighborhood B of arbitrarily small diameter which is holomorphically homeomorphic to a closed polydisc A in Ck. The sets B C\ K form a covering of £ n £ in the sense of Vitali. By the classical covering theorem of Vitali, there exists a countable disjoint family {B¡ n £}J° such that H2Jr n K-Ü Bj n k\ = 0.
Hence it suffices to prove the formula (9) for each set B} n K.
Thus let £ be a subset of R which is holomorphically homeomorphic to a closed polydisc A in C, under the map
Let L he the complex Jacobian matrix of F and L the associated real Jacobian matrix. Let JF= A(L) and JF= A(L) as given by (5) and (6) . Then by (7),
This holds since the boundary of A has measure zero and so does its image, the boundary of B, on account of property (ii) of the Hausdorff measures. By Lemma 2.1, JF=JF and so
where the L/s are the k x k submatrices of L. With ir, as defined in the statement of the theorem, each L, can be regarded as the Jacobian matrix of the map F¡= TT, o F: A -> CN mapping A into they'th ^-dimensional coordinate subspace of C. F being a homeomorphism implies H0{A n F,-^)} = H0{B n *r\i$.
So since JF,= |det F;|2, Theorem 3.1, formula (8) gives f |det F/x)|2 dH2k(x) = f H0{B n »,-*(f,)} rf/72fc(zy).
Substituting in (10) we get 2,(5) = 2 ^oí5 n «ï^ÏÏ dH2k(z,).
j=X Jn¡B
Noting that H0{B n wf1(fJ)}=0 if z, $ ttjB, we may replace the domain of integration 77jB by TtjQ. and so complete the proof of (9) for the set B.
For later application, we give here a generalization of (9):
With the notation as in Theorem 3.2, let f be a nonnegative Borel function which vanishes outside V. Then (11) f f(z)dH2k(z) = 2 f dH2k(î,) f , fi(z)dH0(zJ. Ja j = x Jain J"i u>)
Proof. The proof of Theorem 3.2 shows that (9) holds for any open subset of F. Hence since both sides of (9) are regular Borel measures, it holds for any Borel subset A of V. Thus (11) holds iffi=XA, the characteristic function of A; hence it holds iff is any nonnegative simple Borel function vanishing outside V. If/is any nonnegative Borel function, then there is an increasing sequence of nonnegative Proof. In the definition of p, the homogeneous polynomials/ are obtained by rearrangement of the Taylor series of/at a. Thus if/has a partial derivative of total order n which is different from zero at a, then p(a)f¿n. Now let a eil and p(a) = m. Then /has a partial derivative of total order m different from zero at a. By the continuity of the partial derivative, it is different from zero in a neighborhood U of a. So for any be U, p(b) = m.
Combining this with Theorem 3.3, noting that the zero-set of a nontrivial holomorphic function is a pure dimensional subvariety of codimension one, we get , This has been generalized to plurisubharmonic functions (see [12] ). We give here a further generalization.
Let O bea domain in CN. Then O is called a complete circular domain if z = izx,..., zN) e Ü and |A|<;1 imply Az = (Azl5..., XzN) e Í2. Thus UN and BN are complete circular domains. A measure m on Q. is said to be circularly invariant if nt(£) = m(£A) for any measurable subset £ of £i and any A e £, where EK = {Az: z e £}. The Lebesgue measure is circularly invariant. Such measures were first considered by Bochner [2] . His method can be applied to prove the following. 
This proves (iii).
To prove (i), let m he the Lebesgue measure on Q. Then since the Jacobian of the transformation z -> rz is r2N, Mir) = Z2Ñ i tiLz) dm(z). which implies as before u(z')= -co. So fí0, the interior of the set{z e £l:u(z)= -oo}, is a nonempty open set. If z is a limit point of Q0 in Q, then by the above argument, we also have w(z)=-oo and z e Q0; hence D0 is also closed in Q. Since Q is connected, Q0 = Q and u= -oo, a contradiction.
Q.E.D. If/is a holomorphic function in Ü, then log |/| is a plurisubharmonic function in Í1 Thus we have the following corollary which will be used in the proof of the Blaschke condition. If fie H-in), then log |/| e L\m).
6. The Blaschke condition. We now show that the generalized Blaschke condition holds for bounded holomorphic functions in several complex variables. We begin with a (well-known) lemma. Lemma 6.1. Let X be a Lebesgue measurable subset of RN, I an interval in R. For each positive integer k, let mk be the Lebesgue measure on Rk. Let f: Ix X -> [-co, co] be a function satisfying the conditions (i) for each t e I, x -^fit, x) is Lebesgue measurable, (ii) for each x e X, t -+fit, x) is increasing. Then f is a Lebesgue measurable function in Ix X.
Proof. In what follows, measurable will mean Lebesgue measurable. It is sufficient to prove that A = {it,x)eIxX:fiit,x) > a} is measurable for every real number a. Since / is a-compact and X is the union of an £" and a set of measure zero, we may assume that they are compact. Let £>0 be given. Choose points t0, tx,..., t"el such that f0<r1< • • • </", [t0, tn] = / and mfiU) ¿ e where /, = [tt, t, + y], 0í¡ /^n-1.
Let Ai = {x :/(f¡, x) > a}. By condition (i), each /1¡ is measurable. By (ii), AtsA} if/'a/ Let £=Uíl=o1 (Ax^¡)> C=(J¡\r01 il^xAi + y). Then B and C are measurable subsets of Ix X and by the condition (ii), it is easy to check that B^A^C. Now C-£= \j(IiX(Ai+x-At)). The value n = F(r, zj) is a nonnegative integer or oo. Suppose n#0 or oo. Then Vr n jt/"1(¿í) consists of only a finite number of points. If z, e R, then each point of Vr n 7tj\z¡) is a regular point of Z(f). By Proposition 4.1, p(z) is constant in a neighborhood of each such point. So F> is constant in a neighborhood of z;. If n = 0, then/has no zeros on Vr n 7r]'1(zj). By the continuity of/, it has no zeros in a neighborhood of VT n 7r;" 1(z;). Thus for each integer n, 0^n<oo, the set An = {z¡e R:F(r, z,) = n} is an open set in R. Since A<xi={zj e R:F(r, z}) = co} = R-Uñ=i An, we see that Am is a closed set of £. This shows that Fr is a Borel function on £ and the proof is complete. The case when/(z;) = 0 for some j can be reduced to the first case as follows. We do this separately for UN+1 and BN + 1.
For UN + 1. lff(Zj) = 0 for some f, then there is a positive integer a, such that gj(z)=f(z)/zf is holomorphic in UN + 1 and g,(zj)^.0. Doing this for all j, we get nonnegative integers a¡ such that
where g is holomorphic in UN + 1 and g(z;)^0 for ally. Since |/(z)| ^ 1 as z tends to TN+1, the same is true for g, so that |g| = 1 in UN + 1 by the maximum modulus theorem. Thus the first part of the proof applies to g. An easy computation shows that each factor z? contributes aj7rN/(2N+l) to the integral in (17). Thus with pg = multiplicity function of g,
For BN+1,we have the following lemma.
Lemma 6.4. Let fie H(BN),fi^0. Then there exists a coordinate system zx,..., zN such that f(2,) ^0 for all j.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that fie H(BN). Let ex, ■ ■ .,eN be Appoints on S2"-1 which form an orthogonal basis for CN. We shall show that there exists a unitary transformation A such that f(Aex)f(Ae2) ■ ■ -/(^eN)^0. Then Aex,..., AeN will give the required coordinate system. lff(e1)¥:0, we take AX = I the identity transformation. \f f(ex) = 0, then since/ is not identically zero on S2""1, there is an ëx eS2""1 such that/(ei)^0.
Since the unitary transformations are transitive on £2W_1, we can find a unitary transformation Ax such that /41e1 = é"1. By the continuity of/ there is a neighborhood Wx of èx such that/(e) #0 for all eeWx.
If/(^ 1*2) #0, we take A2 = I. \ff(Aif2) = 0, then since Z(f) is nowhere dense on S2"'1, there is an ë2 arbitrarily close to Axe2 such that/(e2)/0. Then ë2 = A2Axe2 for some unitary transformation A2. We can choose e2 so close to Axe2 that A2ëx e Wx. Fix such an A2. Then there exists a neighborhood W2 of ë2 such that f(e)riOforalleeW2.
Continuing the process N times, we get unitary transformations Ax,...,AN such that if A = ANAN_x,..., Ax, thenf(Ae¡)^0 for all/ This completes the proof of the lemma and that of the theorem. 7. Examples. In contrast to the theorem in one variable, the Blaschke condition is not sufficient for an analytic subvariety to be the zero-set of a bounded holomorphic function in U2 or £2. In fact there are analytic subvarieties which satisfy the Blaschke condition and which are determining sets for bounded holomorphic functions. Then V is the zero-set of a holomorphic function in U2. We shall show that it satisfies the Blaschke condition and is a £-set for bounded holomorphic functions. For each n, the area of the set {(z, 2a"-z): |z| ^r, |2an -z\ ^r} is g27r(r2 -a2).
So H2iVr) = 2Tr 2|anisr (r2 -a2). The computation in Example 1 shows that r.y ^00 H2iVr)drú^2 (l-«n)2(l+2a") Jo J "=1 = TÍ¿(l+2«») J n=l " < co since 28 > 1.
Let/e HxiU2) and/=0 on V. Let A = {ceC:Rec > 1, |arg c\ < (1-S)tt/2}.
For ce A, the boundary of the disc £(c) of radius l/\c\ and center at 1 -1/c makes an angle rC7r/2 with the real axis, where 8<k< 1. The real axis divides (7(c) into two regions; let Uyic) be the smaller one. Let £(c) be the region formed by Uyic) and its reflection in the real axis. Then Die) is contained in the unit disc U and is bounded by two circular arcs meeting at an angle k-rr at the point z= 1 and z=z0, where z0= 1-2 Re c/|c|2. Let £(c)={(z, ciz-l)+ l):ze D{c)}. For every ce A, Pic) is a subset of U2 such that the point (1,1) lies on its boundary.
FixceA. Define /(z) =/(z, c(z -1 ) +1), z e Die). Let àn= 1 -(2/(1 +c))(l/na). For all sufficiently large n, äne Die) and since /=0 on V, /c(ân) = 0. Under the mapping <pc(z) = ((l -z)/iz -z0))llk, Die) is mapped onto the right half-plane. So/=0 on £ implies fi=0 in Í72.
Added in proof. Recently the author has extended Theorem 6.3 to wider classes of functions, namely the Nevanlinna classes on U" and BN.
